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Private Portal 
Available with Mail Assure 

Share business-critical information securely 
• End users, who are a common source of vulnerability 

for MSPs, can now view and reply to sensitive emails 
inside a secure web-mail system (or a private portal).   

• Emails stored in private portal are deleted after 30 
days—a key protection against attackers searching 
inbox history for critical information.

• Messages sent through private portal are encrypted 
with standard TLS in transit through every stage and 
with AES-256 at rest. 

Free, easy-to-use web-mail system 
• Private portal is included free with Mail Assure.   

• No new software is required for partners, senders,  
or recipients to access and use private portal. 

• Private portal email recipients without Mail Assure 
licenses can use their email client of choice to view 
and reply to the message within the secure system. 

Customization and reporting capabilities
• Partners with Mail Assure accounts can set their own 

secure email policies, choosing to whom the policies 
apply (e.g., to admins, domains, or mailboxes), the 
filtering rules (e.g., by subject, sender, or URL), and 
which specific pieces of content they’ll impact.

• Email senders can choose the private portal 
notifications that their recipients will see; both  
default and customized templates are available.

• Partners have access to a logs search page for private 
portal emails as well as an audit log where they can 
see each message’s journey in detail.

A new, safe way of sending sensitive emails

In a world where business email is the main gateway 
for cyber criminals and the average cost of a data 
breach has grown to $4 million, our partners need a 
secure method to share sensitive or business-critical 
information with their end users. 

That’s why we developed private portal.  

Private portal is a non-billable Mail Assure feature that 
sends a notification to recipients when they receive 
an email with business-critical information based on 
policies configured by partners. By clicking the link 
within the notification, the recipients can view and 
reply to the email within a protected web-mail system.  
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